
Boss Battle 2 (Quiz 2)
Instructions
For this boss battle, you’re going to build a program that moves a rectangular logo from the upper left corner of the
graphics  window  the  the  lower  right  corner.  Initially,  the  logo  may  look  a  little  odd,  but  by  the  end  of  the  last
question in the quiz, you’ll see the payoff in the final version.

As you did for Boss Battle 1, you’ll build the program by answering questions to get lines of code.

Feel  free  to  open up processing to  a  new sketch and try  stuff  out  if  you’d like  as  you take the  quiz.  As I’ve  been
saying, it’s not about getting the right answer; it’s about understanding how to figure out the right answer

Because I want to save the output from final version of this program until the end, below is the output from the next
to last version of the program as a guide to where we’re headed.

Answer the Questions in Sequence
Because  each  step  in  building  the  program  depends  on  the  previous  steps  being  correct,  don’t  go  on  the  next
question until you attempt the previous question and verify it works properly in Processing.

BB2 Question 1
Because stuff moves in this program, we will need to define two functions that Processing needs in order to generate
animations. Which of the following function definitions is correct?

A. void setup();
void draw();

B. setup()
{
}

draw()
{
} 

C. void setup
{
}

void draw
{
}



D. void setup()
{
}

void draw()
{
}

BB2 Question 2
We’d  like  our  window  to  be  200  by  200  pixels,  and  we’d  like  the  background  to  have  a  gray  value  of  100.
Furthermore, we’d like our logo to move across the screen without leaving a trail.  Which of the following size()
and background() statements and their locations is correct?

A. size(200,200);        // In setup()
background(100)       // In setup()

B. size(200,200);        // In draw()
background(100);      // In setup()

C. size(200,200);        // In setup()
background(100);      // In draw()

D. size (200,200);       // In draw()
background(100);      // In draw()

BB2 Question 3
We’re  going  to  need  to  declare  some  variables  to  keep  track  of  the  location  of  our  square  logo,  specifically  a
variable for the current x-coordinate of the square and another variable for its y-coordinate. Which of the following
statements will correctly declare and initialize these two variables?

A. float xLoc = 0;     // Inside the draw() function
float yLoc = 0;     // Inside the draw() function

B. float xLoc = 0;     // Inside the setup() function
float yLoc = 0;     // Inside the setup() function

C. xLoc = 0;       // Before the definition for setup()
yLoc = 0;       // Before the definition for setup()

D. float xLoc;     // Before the definition for setup()
float yLoc;      // Before the definition for setup()
xLoc = 0;       // Inside the setup() function
yLoc = 0;       // Inside the setup() function

BB2 Question 4
We’re going to create a function to draw our logo at the location stored in xLoc and yLoc. The logo will be a green
square 1/3 the size of the graphics window, with a smaller blue square in the upper left corner whose sides are half
as  long as  the  green  square.  Remember  that  the  location  parameters  of  the  rect()  function  refer  to  the  upper  left
corner of the rectangle that it draws. 

In  order  to  make our  function  work  well  for  a  variety  of  window sizes,  we’re  going to  use  a  variable  to  store  the
length  of  a  side  of  the  larger  square.  Which  of  the  following  statements  will  correctly  declare  and  initialize  this
variable?

A. float side;     // Before the definition for setup()
side = width/3;     // Inside the setup() function

B. float side = width/3;   // Inside the setup() function

C. float side = width/3;   // Between the setup() and draw() definitions
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D. float side = width/3;   // Before the definition for setup()

BB2 Question 5
Which of the following function definitions will correctly display the logo? (Note that the strokeWeight()  setting
of 0 draws a border zero pixels wide for the squares.)

A. void displayLogo()
{
strokeWeight(0);     // No border for the squares
fill(0,0,255);
rect(side/2,side/2, xLoc,yLoc);
fill(0,255,0);
rect(side,side, xLoc,yLoc);
}

B. void displayLogo()
{
strokeWeight(0);     // No border for the squares
fill(0,0,255);
rect(xLoc,yLoc, side,side);
fill(0,255,0);
rect(xLoc,yLoc, side/3,side/3);
}

C. void displayLogo()
{
strokeWeight(0);     // No border for the squares
fill(0,255,0);
rect(xLoc,yLoc, side,side);
fill(0,0,255);
rect(xLoc+side/4,yLoc+side/4, side/2,side/2);
}

D. void displayLogo() 
{
strokeWeight(0);     // No border for the squares
fill(0,255,0);
rect(xLoc,yLoc, side,side);
fill(0,0,255);
rect(xLoc,yLoc, side/2,side/2);
}

BB2 Question 6
Once our displayLogo() function is defined, we need to call it so that we can see the logo on the graphics window.
Where should we call displayLogo()?

A. Inside the displayLogo() function definition.

B. Inside the draw() function definition.

C. Between the setup() and draw() function definitions.

D. Inside the setup() function definition.

BB2 Question 7
Our logo isn’t moving yet, so we need to create a moveLogo() function to move the logo diagonally from the upper
left  corner  of  the  graphics  window  to  the  lower  right  corner.  Which  of  the  following  function  definitions  will
correctly move the logo from upper left to lower right?

A. void moveLogo();
{
   xLoc = xLoc + 1;
   yLoc = yLoc + 1;
}
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B. moveLogo()
{
   xLoc = 1;
   yLoc = 1;
}

C. void moveLogo() 
{
   xLoc = xLoc + 1;
   yLoc = yLoc + 1;
}

D. void moveLogo()
{
   xLoc = xLoc + 1;
   yLoc = yLoc - 1;
}

BB2 Question 8
Once  our  moveLogo()  function  is  defined,  we  need  to  call  it  so  that  we  can  make  the  logo  actually  move.  Where
should we call moveLogo()?

A. Inside the draw() function definition. 

B. Between the setup() and draw() function definitions.

C. Inside the moveLogo() function definition.

D. Inside the setup() function definition.

BB2 Question 9
Our logo moves, but it just stays the same colors. Let’s make the colors change in a “smooth gradient” by adding a
gradually increasing amount of red to each square. to do this, we’ll need another variable to keep track of the current
level  of  red,  and  we’ll  need  to  increment  this  variable  for  every  frame  of  the  animation.  Which  of  the  following
blocks of code will accomplish this? (Note: “Replaces” means to comment out the existing statement and replacing
it with the indicated statement.)

A. float redAmt;        // Before setup() function definition
redAmt = 0;          // Inside setup() function definition
fill(redAmt);        // Replaces first fill() in displayLogo()
fill(redAmt);        // Replaces second fill() in displayLogo()
redAmt = redAmt + 2; // Inside moveLogo() function definition

B. float redAmt;        // Before setup() function definition
redAmt = 0;          // Inside setup() function definition
fill(255,0,redAmt);  // Replaces first fill() in displayLogo()
fill(0,255,redAmt);  // Replaces second fill() in displayLogo()
redAmt = redAmt + 2; // Inside moveLogo() function definition

C. float redAmt;        // Before setup() function definition
redAmt = 0;          // Inside setup() function definition
fill(redAmt,255,0);  // Replaces first fill() in displayLogo()
fill(redAmt,0,255);  // Replaces second fill() in displayLogo()
redAmt = redAmt + 2; // Inside moveLogo() function definition

D. float redAmt;        // Before setup() function definition
redAmt = 0;          // Inside setup() function definition
fill(redAmt,255,0);  // Replaces first fill() in displayLogo()
fill(redAmt,0,255);  // Replaces second fill() in displayLogo()
redAmt = 2;          // Inside moveLogo() function definition

BB2 Question 10
We now have a  logo the moves smoothly from the upper  left  to  lower right  corner  of  the graphics  window. What
would we do to make the logo leave a trail, which will create a nice effect once the logo moves beyond the window.
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A. Remove background(100); from draw()

B. Comment out background(100); in draw()

C. Add background(100); to setup()

D. Move background(100); from draw() to setup()
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